
Carefree private 
rental at your park

How EEZZ rents, promotes and 
provides for accommodations at 

your park



Welcome at EEZZ!

EEZZ handles the private rental 
of accommodations on your 
vacation park from A to Z. For 
EEZZ, an accommodation on 
your vacation park is the start of 
an ideal stay for our guests. 
EEZZ takes care of the entire 
rental process, so you don't 
have to think about anything. All 
private rental on your park is in 
the hands of only one party: 
EEZZ.

In this brochure, we're happy to 
inform you about how Our 
company EEZZ can support you, 
and how we take care of private 
rentals at your park.

About EEZZ
EEZZ is a dynamic company operated by 
apassionate team with experience at a 
national level and services at a local level. 
Our eam works closely together, making 
sure to keep communicating between all 
levels of the company.

EEZZ acts as the link between owner and 
guest at vacation parks and campsites. This 
ensures that renting the accommodations for 
our guests runs smoothly. Our owners won't 
have to worry about their accommodation 
when it comes to promotion and rental.

EEZZ is a company that carries out its 
activities with passion and joy, making every 
effort to provide both guests and 
accommodation owners with a delightful 
experience. 

Our mission is "rent to relax," signifying that 
taking care of our guests is always our top 
priority. We strive to organize everything 
seamlessly for property owners, ensuring a 
smooth experience from A to Z.



What can EEZZ do for you? 
You're probably curious about what EEZZ can do for you and your holiday park. We take care 
of all the tasks related to the rental of accommodations handling both the administrative 
and practical aspects, while also ensuring the necessary promotion of the accommodations 
and, also of your park.

We make the accommodation rental process easy, ensuring that all administrative tasks are 
consolidated in one place. This way, we make sure you dont have to worry about any 
concerns you may have about the accommodation rental process on your park, as we take 
care of all the work for you.

EEZZ takes care of the administration
When you decide to entrust EEZZ with the rental management of accommodations at your park, 
we ensure that you don't have to worry about the administrative aspects of the rental process. 

We handle the bookings of accommodations and maintain communication with the guests. 
Additionally, we manage the collection of the rent and other associated costs. It is also possible 
to have EEZZ handle the lodgers at the privat accommodations on the park. Payments to the 
park are handled through EEZZ, eliminating the need for you to keep track of the administration 
for all the different guests and lodgers in accommodations.



EEZZ manages the pratical side
Certainly, you don't want to be bothered by guests for every small detail; that's where EEZZ 
steps in. We're here to handle various tasks related to the rental of accommodations on your  
park:

EEZZ takes care of:
• Key issuance in collaboration with your reception
• Cleaning and maintenance of accommodations
• Administration
• Providing management reports
• emergency phone number 24/7

As you can see, EEZZ takes care of all practical matters. We ensure that you don't have to 
worry about the various accommodations on your park and their rental. In addition, 
accommodations managed by EEZZ are always well-maintained and we take on the role of 
the point of contact for guests on your behalf.

EEZZ promotes
When you decide to partner with EEZZ, we get to work for your park. Our goal is to ensure 
that EEZZ accommodations are rented out as frequently as possible.

The accommodations receive prime placement on the EEZZ website. Additionaly we 
maintain an active presence on social media, regularly promoting the accommodations 
available for rent. We also showcase these accommodations on various international 
platforms.

Our dedicated efforts aim to maximize the rental potential of the accommodations on your 
park or campsite. As a result, with more guests present, you may observe increased revenue 
in areas such as catering and on-site shops. 

Lastly, we provide all information to (potential) guests and are maintain available for 
questions by phone or e-mail on all working days.

www.eezz.nl
www.facebook.nl/renttorelax
www.instagram.com/eezz_renttorelax



Postadres:
Rukkenerweg 2a
6373 HL Landgraaf
+31 (0)88 600 32 10
feel@eezz.nlwww.eezz.nl

Your accommodations, 
our care!

Do you want to spend less time on the 
rental of accommodations at your  
park, while still having complete 

overview and insight? Then, you're 
looking for EEZZ. Call us today!

We are available by phone on weekdays 
from 09:00 to 17:00 at +31 (0)88 600 3210. 

Feel free to send us an email anytime at 
feel@eezz.nl.




